Abstract. This article examines the promotion of Mexico's national image in the Americas during the Cárdenas period, using as a starting point a scandal arising from a 1940 performance of Mexican dancers at a cabaret in Panama. Mexican diplomats found the show objectionable because it clashed with the image of women that they used in their efforts to raise the country's reputation abroad. By investigating these efforts, as well as the career of Eva Pérez Caro, the dance troupe's leader, the article contributes to our understanding of the relationship between gender, cultural performance and nationalism, and the role that they played in Mexico's foreign relations.
each woman a quota of fichas for the evening.
1 Located in Panama's zona de tolerancia, The Alamo catered to a bawdy clientele consisting primarily of US soldiers and sailors. Mexico's minister to Panama, José Maximiliano Alfonso de Rosenzweig Díaz, sent two employees from the legation to observe the cabaret act. Scandalised by what they had witnessed, Ignacio D. Silva and Manuel Hernández Velarde gave a statement of their findings to the minister on 9 July.
2 They reported their shock at seeing the cabaretistas dressed in national colours. Shock turned to horror when the women performed their ' vulgar gyrations' to the tune of the Mexican anthem. The diplomats claimed that the director of the troupe, Eva Pérez Caro, was a well-known Mexico City madam, and that she and Vecchio had conspired to bring the women to Panama under false pretences, forcing them to work as prostitutes. In Mexico City the practice of fichándose had long been considered a cover for prostitution, and cabarets were seen as little more than glorified brothels. Silva and Hernández Velarde concluded that the women, most of whom were members of the Asociación Nacional de Actores de México, had been unwitting victims of the so-called ' white slave trade'.
3 Moreover, the diplomats believed that the troupe's 'shameful spectacle ' harmed Mexico's good name and threatened to subvert the legation's efforts to raise the country's international reputation. Although they did not make reference to the historical significance of The Alamo's name, their national pride must have been wounded to see such carousing in a bar named to commemorate Mexico's loss of Texas. During the weeks that followed, Rosenzweig and his staff attempted to resolve this incident, which they perceived to be a scandal. Their actions and assumptions, as well as those of the dancers and their leader, Eva Pérez Caro, are indicative of the ambiguous role that women and gendered representations of the nation played in Mexican foreign relations during the presidency of Lázaro Cárdenas .
The members of the Mexican legation in Panama were charged with projecting an image of the nation that supported their efforts to gain support for the Cárdenas government's domestic projects, and with obtaining a leadership position in international relations. In bilateral negotiations and multilateral organisations, and even in the artistic and musical exhibitions they mounted, these emissaries represented and interpreted the nation and the legacy of the Mexican Revolution. Underlying these efforts was a particular portrayal of Mexican women, their embodiment of the nation and their place in society as beneficiaries of revolutionary reforms. Although this was also true of the efforts of representatives of earlier revolutionary governments, such images were especially prevalent during this period as diplomats aimed to convince the world of Cárdenas' unprecedented commitment to the pursuit of social revolutionary goals. These efforts bore special significance in Panama because US presence in the country made it a potent symbol of hegemony in the region. 4 In the years leading up to the outbreak of the Second World War, inter-American relations took on increased importance as the US government attempted to create hemispheric solidarity in the face of mounting world tensions. For the Cárdenas government, the outbreak of war presented an opportunity to solve the economic crisis that had resulted from the worldwide depression and the boycott of Mexican oil that followed the expropriation of the foreign petroleum companies on 18 March 1938. In addition, the British and French declarations of war against Germany vindicated the many pronouncements against fascist aggression that the Cárdenas government had made in the League of Nations. During the Abyssinian crisis and the Spanish Civil War, Mexico had often been a lone voice in favour of upholding the League's principle of non-intervention. The efforts made by Mexican diplomats at the inter-American meetings in Havana (1928) and Montevideo (1933) had culminated in this principle being enshrined in the western hemisphere at the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace held in Buenos Aires in December 1936.
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Cárdenas' international policies were an extension of his domestic policies which, in areas such as the organisation of workers and agrarian reform, championed the rights of the weak against the powerful.
6 Throughout his presidency Cárdenas and his diplomats attempted to promote this alternative strategy of peace and justice in the hope that the leaders of other Latin American republics would rally behind them. As a result, promotion of the accomplishments of the Revolution in the areas of social and economic justice constituted an essential part of their efforts to achieve a leadership position for Mexico in inter-American relations. Conversely, any incident that sullied the nation's honour, or called into question its claim to hold the moral high ground, undermined this diplomacy. This article investigates how diplomats reacted to an incident in which a group of Mexican women abroad unsettled the Cárdenas project by presenting a cultural performance that was at odds with the image of the nation which the government wished to portray. The troupe of cabaretistas, who performed in national costumes and played part of the national anthem during their act in Panama, challenged diplomats' ideas about acceptable gendered representations of the nation, calling into question their exclusive right to determine the manner of the revolutionary nation's portrayal abroad. In the preceding years, images of women had gained a central place in diplomats' representations of mexicanidad. Drawing on folkloric images of women in film, art and dance, they promoted a particular feminine image, exemplified by the sponsorship of the film La india bonita by the Mexican legation in Panama in 1938. The discursive representations of women in this film differed markedly from the image performed at The Alamo. This conflict over who could legitimately represent the nation, and in what manner, provides a view into the construction of Mexico's national image abroad.
An analysis of this conflict contributes to, and makes connections between, several bodies of historical scholarship. Studies of Mexican foreign relations have most often been focused on bilateral relations with the so-called Colossus of the North. Although this tendency began to change with the inclusion of German, French, British and Soviet sources, the discussion of Mexican relations with Latin America remains relatively limited.
7 Moreover, cultural history, while bringing new approaches to bear on diplomatic history, has tended to refocus attention on US-Mexican relations.
8 This article reveals some of the connections between US-Mexican cultural relations and Mexican diplomacy in Latin America. By drawing on the literature regarding 'sex in revolution ', analysis of the performance that took place in Panama demonstrates the important role that gender played in this diplomacy. 9 Images of Mexican women were central to cultural diplomacy and were as common in popular art, tourist literature and music in Latin America as they were in the United States during this period. These were accepted representations of the nation, and Eva Pérez Caro's performance deviated from these established norms.
10 However, an analysis of Pérez Caro's long stage career suggests that she was not the procuress that the diplomats made her out to be. She contributed greatly to the development of modern dance and its use by the Mexican government in representing the nation abroad, as evidenced by her participation in the musical revue Mexicana, which was performed in New York as an adjunct to the 1939 World's Fair. In illuminating the connections between performances in New York, Panama and Mexico, this analysis of the construction and promotion of gendered representations also contributes to the literature on cultural production and nationalism. 12 Cinemas held contests at screenings of the film, which told a fictionalised version of the beauty contest that had captivated the Mexican public in 1921. In doing so, they enhanced the popularity of images of mexicanas bonitas that were common throughout Latin America in film, tourist literature, music and art. The Mexican minister to Panama, Vicente Estrada Cajigal, sponsored the contest and gave a china poblana costume to the lucky winner. An examination of the types of activities that diplomats sponsored and the images of women they endorsed gives an indication of the gendered representations of the nation they promoted in the region. Although it would be an exaggeration to say that Mexico was as ' in vogue' in Latin America as it was in the United States, diplomats certainly did their best to make it so.
13 In addition to carrying out their roles in consular, economic and international affairs, they were at the forefront of a movement to promote Mexican culture and the ideas of the Revolution in the region. Diplomats gave lectures, penned newspaper and magazine articles, presented propaganda films produced by the Departamento Autónomo de Prensa y Publicidad (Autonomous Press and Publicity Department, DAPP), hosted radio programmes, opened art exhibitions, unveiled statues of national heroes and organised educational exchanges. They promoted the Revolution's achievements in agriculture, irrigation and education, undertaking this campaign during a period in which the cultural symbols of the nation were being standardised at home; the image of the nation they projected reflected the results of this process. 14 Although their primary goal was to gain support for Cárdenas' domestic and international policies by demonstrating the great strides he had made in fulfilling the goals of the Revolution, the national image they used in pursuit of this objective included representations of women in its construction. By promoting that image in Latin America through the sponsorship of Mexican films and the promotion of tourism to Mexico, they contributed to its popularisation.
La India Bonita tells the story of Lupita, a beautiful and modest Indian girl who is torn away from her home and the love of her life, Manuel, when Don Joaquín, the worldly son of hacendado Don Gonzalo, takes her to Mexico City to participate in the India Bonita contest. Luis, Joaquín's friend and coworker at El Universal, suggests that taking Lupita and her friend Ana María to the city will facilitate their conquest of the young women. Naturally Luis does not count on Lupita's honour, or the comedy of errors that will ensue when her mother Gertrudis confesses to Don Gonzalo that Joaquín and Lupita are actually half-brother and sister. Gertrudis and Don Gonzalo race to the capital to prevent catastrophe, arriving just in time to witness the contest. Lupita's beloved Manuel performs an impromptu love song for the assembled crowd, convincing her of his love and saving her from certain ruin.
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Several scholars have examined the construction of national identity in Mexican films of the Golden Age, but the role that these images of the nation played in influencing Mexico's relations with Latin America has yet to be investigated.
16 La India Bonita was one of many films that took Latin America by storm in this period. Mexican films had been gaining popularity throughout the 1930s, and they represented an essential cultural export that popularised images of the nation, and its women, in the region. Hollywood productions were certainly popular in Latin America, as were Argentine films, but the Mexican film industry had begun to gain an edge in the Spanishlanguage film market that would later be cemented by the discriminatory practices of the Office of the Coordinator for Inter-American Affairs and the Motion Picture Society of the Americas against the Argentine film industry during the Second World War. 17 Works on the portrayal of Mexican women in film are certainly suggestive of how these gendered performances were constructed, but it is essential to understand that though the ideas may have been formed (and filmed) in Mexico, the images that they projected were also consumed in Latin America.
18 Distribution companies and diplomats alike ensured that these films, and the images of women they presented, reached a wide audience throughout the hemisphere. Mexico's representatives in Latin America commented on these box-office hits in their monthly reports to the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (Secretariat for External Relations, SRE), and in 1938 Minister Vicente Estrada Cajigal included clippings from local newspapers with advertisements for the films that ran in Panama. 19 The runs of several acclaimed Mexican films coincided with the legation's efforts to legitimise Mexico's oil expropriation through propaganda. 20 The annual celebration of the Mexican fiestas patrias in Panama took on a fevered pitch in September 1938, the first anniversary of independence since the expropriation. Theatres screened Nobleza ranchera (directed by Alfredo del Diestro, 1938) and Refugiados en Madrid (directed by Alejandro Galindo, 1938), among others, but the sensation caused by La india bonita outdid them all. Using ballots printed in La Estrella de Panamá and El Nuevo Diario, members of the public chose the Panamanian women who would compete against the India Bonita at gala screenings of the film at the Teatro Cecilia in Panama City on 26 September and the Teatro Colón in Colón on 12 October.
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Just as the original participants in the 1921 contest had contributed to the construction of mexicanidad, the film contributed to the construction of an image of the nation, and Mexican women, that diplomats in Panama were happy to promote.
22 As might be expected, the women who played Lupita and Ana María in the film (Anita Campillo and María Luisa Zea) were not indigenous. Similarly, the finalists for the contest in Panama City were all light-skinned. As well as promoting a particular image of Mexican beauty to Panamanians, the film presented the ideal demure Indian woman. Lupita remained innocent in her relations with men, honourable in her poverty on the hacienda from which she hailed, and incorruptible by the fashions and fun of the metropolis. She longed for home and her sweetheart, Manuel, instead of succumbing to the desires of her urbane suitor. Estrada Cajigal reported to the SRE that his offer to award a china poblana costume to the winner had surely increased the popularity of the contest, and both the film and Estrada Cajigal's gift of the costume popularised Mexican folk images. behaviour and dress, learning, for example, that the china poblana wore her dark hair braided with the tricolor. To thank him for his support of the contest, the organisers dedicated the gala performance at the Teatro Cecilia to Estrada Cajigal. 24 The minister had seen the popularity of the film and the India Bonita Panameña contest as an opportunity to promote Mexican culture and femininity, and included these cultural representations in his broader diplomatic strategy for the promotion of the image of the nation abroad.
Representations of Mexican women in tourist literature played a similar role in popularising officially sanctioned images of women in the region. Several scholars have investigated the role of US tourism in the construction of Mexican national identity.
25 A brief examination of Mexico's efforts to promote its culture and identity in Latin America highlights the pervasiveness of the image presented in La India Bonita. By the late 1930s the folkloric image of a smiling mestiza woman in regional indigenous costume was used by the Asociación Mexicana de Turismo and government publications in packaging the nation for foreign consumption, and this image became the personification of Mexican modernity and hospitality.
26 Although the main goal of the tourism industry was certainly to tap into the highly lucrative US tourist market, reports from diplomats in Latin America indicate that they too attempted to promote tourism and the image of Mexican women this entailed.
27 Literature featuring modest ' indigenous ' women welcoming tourists to Mexico certainly reached the region, and by promoting tourism through the use of these brochures, posters and pamphlets, which also pictured the landscape and rural people, diplomats sanctioned and contributed to the role these images had in constructing representations of the nation in Latin America. Like Lupita's character in La India Bonita, their beauty hinted at sensuality, but, at least until the end of the Cárdenas presidency, the 24 'El lunes será presentada en el Cecilia '' La India Bonita '' ', La Estrella de Panamá, 25 Sep.
1938. women were portrayed as being modest. 28 Overtly sexualised images would not have been among those promoted in Latin America because they would have undercut diplomats' desire to represent Mexico as a nation that was achieving modernisation through moral redemption and the implementation of revolutionary reforms.
As part of a broad programme of cultural activities designed to gain support for the Cárdenas government in the region, diplomats promoted a homogenised image of the nation in Latin America. By sponsoring and promoting representations of Mexican women which, like the India Bonita contest, reinforced the gendered construction of mexicanidad, they contributed to its pervasiveness. The SRE controlled this image tightly through diplomatic functions and practice: it managed the issuance of passports and travel permits, it could censor Mexican films before they reached Latin American screens, and it decided which artists, musicians and dancers to patronise. As a result, it had much greater control over the construction of Mexico's image abroad than the government had over the construction of the national image within Mexico itself.
29 Instances in which this image was challenged took on increased importance and urgency for diplomats, both because of their relative rarity and because they challenged the diplomats' control over representations of mexicanidad.
The folkloric images of women that the diplomats promoted represented a far-away and exciting locale to Panamanians, therefore, but they were neither overtly sexualised nor erotic. In that sense they conflicted directly with the image Eva Pérez Caro and her dancers presented at The Alamo in 1940. As Silva and Hernández Velarde watched the sexy cabaret act and saw the women hustle drinks after the performance, they immediately recognised that these were not the modest mexicanas bonitas they wished to have represent their nation, especially in the tense atmosphere of wartime Panama. four years as minister in Bolivia. 30 The meeting resulted in the Declaration of Panama, providing for increased naval patrols in the waters adjacent to the Americas. Since the United States controlled the strategically important trans-isthmus waterway and the Canal Zone, this led to a significant build-up of US troops in Panama. The social tensions caused by the mounting numbers of soldiers and sailors were certainly palpable to the staff members of the legation in Panama, who were not pleased to find that Mexican women were among those filling the increased demand created in Panama's entertainment industry. While reconnoitring at The Alamo, Silva and Hernández Velarde spoke with one of the dancers, who reported that prior to leaving for Panama, Eva Pérez Caro had boasted that she was sure to make a pretty penny because she was bringing 'carne de cañón ' for the US fleet. Literally translated as ' cannon fodder', this term may have had a sexual connotation for those involved -but it also hints at the expendability of these women, and what little regard Pérez Caro may have had for them.
The Battle of The Alamo
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Eva Pérez Caro's dancers, in their performances at The Alamo, turned the widely accepted images of Mexican women that diplomats in Panama had promoted during the Cárdenas presidency on their head.
32 They wore the national colours and variations on national costumes, but instead of donning traditional china poblana outfits, they were nearly naked. Instead of braiding long, dark tresses with the tricolor, they wore their hair in short modern bobs.
33 They played the national anthem, but instead of standing to attention, they moved ' scandalously' to the music. Instead of acting the accepted role of the demure india or the modest mestiza, they were ' chicas modernas', advertising their sexuality in their dances on stage and in their flirtations with the men who bought drinks with them after the show. 34 The erotic performance at The Alamo presented the common symbols of mexicanidad in a sexualised manner that conflicted directly with the image of the nation that its diplomats wished to portray. This was not merely a representation of an exotic, far-away and exciting place for the audience in Panama; it was a sexual performance in a seedy cabaret where alcohol and prostitution contributed 30 See Rosenzweig's personnel file, AHGE-SRE, exp. 14-22-1, VI partes. to the dangerous mix. The performance at The Alamo threatened diplomats' control over where, how and by whom the nation could be represented. The diplomats did not find the act any less unsettling because they thought Pérez Caro had tricked the dancers into performing. In their reports on the cabaret performance, the diplomats refer to her dancers variously as ' cabaretistas', ' artistas' and 'bailarinas'. They believed that the dancers were trained professionals who were being exploited ' as though they were public women '.
35 Concerned for both Mexico's international reputation and the safety of the women involved, on 11 July 1940 Rosenzweig wrote to General Eduardo Hay, the secretary for foreign relations in Mexico City, to alert Hay to what he saw as an unfolding scandal. He included a copy of the report by Silva and Hernández Velarde and informed Hay that one of the eight dancers had been placed under protection. She had come to the legation to complain that she had been contracted as a dancer but was being forced to perform services that were ' outside her profession '.
36 Before the SRE had received the minister's letter outlining the incident, the legation staff had put Elodia Pía Navarro Garnica on a Japanese steamer destined for Manzanillo.
37 A few days after Navarro's departure on 16 July, Eva Pérez Caro arrived at the legation. She alleged that the dancer had broken her contract, leaving Pérez Caro to pay the substantial debt of US$ 170 that Navarro had left at The Alamo, and demanded that her erstwhile employee be arrested upon arrival in Manzanillo.
38 Pérez Caro's appearance at the legation enabled the staff to investigate the case further : that day, the remaining dancers and their director agreed to make a deposition to Carlos Peón del Valle, the secretary of legation, outlining their side of the story. In the written statement, dated 22 July, Esperanza Leticia Lara, Blanca Rosa Montenegro, Carmen Vora Escobar, María Luisa Revilla Garza, Enriqueta Iglesias and Consuelo Carillo claimed to be wholly satisfied with the treatment they had received from Eva Pérez Caro, Luis Vecchio and the patrons of his establishment. They maintained that they had not been required to act against their will, consume unwanted alcoholic beverages or perform services outside of their contract. Pérez Caro declared that she had undertaken an artistic tour of South America with the express approval of the appropriate Mexican authorities, and the dancers pledged that their travel documents, which had been issued by the SRE, were all in order.
39 Upon inspection of these documents Rosenzweig noticed that the passport of Consuelo Carillo had been falsified, appearing instead to belong to the sister of one of the other dancers. 40 Nevertheless, their deposition seemed to allay the minister's fears that the women were victims of the so-called white slave trade.
That Rosenzweig would be concerned about the possibility that Mexican women had fallen prey to what was commonly referred to as the white slave trade was not surprising, given the prominence of international efforts to prevent the traffic in women and children in the previous decades -multilateral negotiations in which Mexican diplomats had recently played a strong supporting role.
41 Interestingly, the Mexican legation's attempt to protect the mestiza dancers from the overwhelmingly white US servicemen turned on its head the original racist ideas of European reformers who had feared that white women were being victimised by foreign men.
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The diplomats' reaction also suggests that they saw it as part of their masculine duty to protect Mexican women both from foreign men and from themselves. Protection of female nationals abroad was tantamount to a ' patriotic gesture' designed to maintain the honour of the male diplomats, and that of the nation, by safeguarding the women's virtue. 43 In his letter to Hay on 23 July, Rosenzweig speculated that the dancers had been so corrupted by the lowlifes with whom they associated at The Alamo that they really did not mind their deplorable treatment. Regardless of their deposition, the minister continued to believe that the dancers at The Alamo were mixed up in the city's seedy nightlife. Nevertheless, he remained sceptical that the women would have agreed to the degrading terms of their employment, and suggested that Pérez Caro's presence during the dancers' interrogation might have coloured their testimony. 44 The ambiguous position of women in Mexican society, viewed as both ' prostitutes and guardian angels ', meant that he saw the dancers as both corruptible and potentially corrupting. 45 The flight of Elodia Navarro, and the lurid description that Silva and Hernández Velarde had provided of the entertainment at The Alamo, may have been cause for concern, but the large debt Navarro left also opens up the possibility that, knowing the diplomats' objections to the performance, she manipulated their masculine (and nationalist) sensibilities in order to evade her obligations and secure a free trip back to Mexico. The final section of the deposition made by Pérez Caro and her dancers contained a statement of paramount importance to Rosenzweig. In recognition of the concerns of the legation, the women agreed to remove the national anthem from their musical programme. Eva Pérez Caro and her dancers had clearly challenged his idea of what constituted acceptable behaviour and the reverence appropriate to national symbols.
46 Rosenzweig did not mention whether he had asked the women to change the colours of their costumes, but the removal of Mexico's hymn from their cabaret act seemed to satisfy his sense of diplomatic propriety and his sense that Mexico's reputation was being dishonoured through the performance. Rosenzweig and his predecessors had worked hard to establish Mexico's reputation in Panama. Because they usually had a near-monopoly on representations of the nation, they reacted swiftly to Eva Pérez Caro's alternative cultural presentation, neutralising the most salacious aspects of her act. Ultimately, however, they were either unable or unwilling to close down the show and send all of the women back to Mexico. The performances continued, albeit now in a less objectionable manner. Moreover, the possibility that Pérez Caro's cabaret act, however questionable in taste and decorum, had been undertaken as part of a legitimate artistic tour of Latin America cannot be discounted.
Eva Pérez Caro, Mexicana Bonita
The director and choreographer of the performances in Panama, whom Silva and Hernández Velarde had called a notorious madam, does not seem to have been the unsavoury character they made her out to be. Further investigation into her character reveals that her career as a dancer and choreographer had already lasted two decades, and her claim to have official authorisation for her South American tour is in keeping with her many experiences as a cultural representative of Mexico abroad. Although her performances in Panama conflicted with the image of the nation that the SRE hoped to project, they were a product of her experience of the cultural effervescence that formed an integral part of the Revolution. Through the scattered references to her in secondary and archival sources, we can begin to reconstruct the career of an important contributor to the evolution of dance and its role in representations of Mexico. 47 Although it is impossible to say for certain that Pérez Caro never engaged in prostitution or served as a procuress, it seems highly unlikely.
48 That the diplomats would characterise her as such only underscores the dubious respectability of her profession and the ambiguous position of women in society.
Pérez Caro's place as one of the most important choreographers in Mexico City became assured in 1919 when she taught Anna Pavlova to dance the jarabe tapatío. The celebrated Russian ballerina, a member of Serge Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, had come to Mexico to study folk dance, and Pérez Caro choreographed her Fantasía mexicana, which debuted that year.
49 Seen as a reference point for the emergence of modern dance in Mexico because the show dignified popular dances and costumes, Pérez Caro was the woman behind Pavlova's phenomenal triumph.
50 Thereafter, Pérez Caro found continued success as a diva in the 1920s, forming a group, Las Hermanas Pérez, with her sisters Celia and Alicia.
51 Suggestive photos from the period show Pérez Caro posing alone, seemingly topless (with a carefully placed sombrero), and with her sisters, scantily clad.
52 Although the women had established careers as professional dancers, eroticism and sensuality were central to the images they presented in their chosen profession, demonstrating the ambiguous place of dancers in early twentieth-century Mexico.
Sometime in Santiago's general cemetery and, after mourning her loss, continued on their tour. 54 Two years later Eva wrote to President Plutarco Elías Calles from New York City, explaining that after three triumphant years touring the Americas and introducing the public to the folkloric masterpieces of Mexico, her costumes and sets had become rather old and tired. She planned to mount an expedition to the Exposición Ibero-Americana in Seville, and hoped that in recognition of the important propaganda work she was undertaking the president might be able to provide her with the sum of 5,000 pesos. Fernando Torreblanca, President Calles' private secretary, forwarded her request to Moisés Sáenz, the undersecretary for public education, who responded that the budget for such expenses had already been depleted : this was not surprising given that her request came to his attention a few short months before the end of the Calles presidency.
55 These documents suggest that if Pérez Caro and her sisters had not undertaken their tour of the Americas with the express approval of the government, their activities were at least known to the Secretaría de Educación Pública (SEP), which, along with the SRE, was in charge of cultural representations of the nation that appeared abroad.
Pérez Caro's vast experience made her a veteran of national dance by the late 1930s. As such, she was invited to be one of the principal choreographers for the 1939 extravaganza of dance and music called Upa y Apa, which was sponsored by the SEP and the DAPP.
56 After its debut in Mexico City, the show travelled to New York City under the name Mexicana. Pérez Caro choreographed several numbers for the Broadway production, a musical revue which was produced by the Departamento de Bellas Artes to coincide with the 1939 World's Fair in New York. After a long and varied career that had taken her all over North and South America and earned her a reputation as an important dancer and choreographer, she lent her services to this highprofile production. It aimed to showcase the national popular culture that had evolved by the late 1930s to the masses assembled in New York for the fair.
Upa y Apa opened in Mexico City on 14 March 1939 to a storm of controversy that only deepened when critical reviews of the production were 54 The Mexican ambassador to Chile wrote to the SRE in January 1932 that he had received a communication from the cemetery to the effect that Celia's remains were to be removed from their resting place due to non-payment. Eva and Alicia immediately presented themselves at the SRE with a copy of the receipt they had retained that clearly stated that they had paid for her to remain in the cemetery ' in perpetuity '. The ambassador wrote back, apologising on behalf of the cemetery for the regrettable ' clerical error' : AHGE-SRE, exp. IV-369-35. 55 AGN, Ramo Presidentes, Fondo Obregón-Calles, Caja 261, exp. 805-P-300. uniformly damning. 57 The reviewer for Excélsior thought it was so bad that the government should neither sponsor it nor allow it to go abroad as a representative of Mexican popular culture. 58 The review in one arts magazine, Ilustrado, was equally negative, calling it at times ' ridiculous and absurd'. One number ended with several tehuanas dancing the huapango, a mixture of cultural practices that did not accurately represent the canon of folklore that constituted mexicanidad. 59 The controversy surrounding the Mexican debut of Upa y Apa demonstrates considerable anxiety over how the show and the image of the nation that it represented would be received abroad. The handbill that was printed for the premiere is prefaced by a justification of the production written by the celebrated playwright and director Celestino Gorostiza, which states that he aimed to bring the praise previously reserved for Mexican painters to popular theatre, elevating the latter to the status of art.
60 In an open letter that was published in several of the capital's daily newspapers, 20 of the participants in the production came out in its defence. The signatories argued that they had assembled the best of what Mexican theatre and dance had to offer, and they hoped that after making some changes it would open to wide acclaim in New York.
61 What they had created in Mexicana was their idea of what would best represent the nation. Drawing on their experience of the cultural production of the 1920s and 1930s, they 57 The production of Upa y Apa in Mexico City was fraught with disaster. Celestino Gorostiza of the Departamento de Bellas Artes contracted with Sam Spiegel of International Shows Ltd. for the production of the extravaganza. The Austrian-born impresario was paid 160,000 pesos (more than US$ 50,000) to mount the production and take it on the road, but allegations of fraud surfaced when several of the artists' pay cheques were returned due to insufficient funds. Moreover, there were considerable protests against the fact that Bellas Artes had hired a foreigner to produce the show when so many able and out-of-work Mexicans were available to mount the revue: ' Protesta de los actores ', Excélsior, constructed a representation of the nation that was firmly rooted in their shared understanding of mexicanidad. Pérez Caro participated in this vision both as a dancer and as a choreographer.
62 With more than 20 years' experience as a contributor to artistic development, and as an interpreter of its supposed essence for foreign audiences, she was eminently qualified to participate in the production of Mexicana. Analysis of the revue suggests that the artists who contributed to it and the government departments which sponsored it intended to present New York audiences with a performance of the folkloric image of the nation which by this period had become standard. Representations of women were essential to the construction of the image of the nation they presented in New York, but, unlike Pérez Caro's cabaret act in Panama, Mexicana was performed at a reputable venue for a respectable audience. Because the artists interpreted the revolutionary repertoire of folklore rather than simply performing erotic dances, their performance reinforced rather than challenged the diplomats' control over the image of the nation.
On Broadway Eva Pérez Caro shared the stage with several well-known dancers, including Carmen Molina, already a celebrity because of her roles in No te engañes, corazón with Cantinflas (directed by Miguel Contreras Torres, 1937) and Adiós Nicanor opposite Emilio 'El Indio ' Fernández (directed by Rafael E. Portas, 1937). Mexicana received the explicit support of diplomatic representatives, with Consul-General Rafael de la Colina acting as the production's sponsor. Like Estrada Cajigal's promotion of the film La india bonita in Panama and the use of folkloric images of women in tourist literature distributed throughout the Americas, this was an image of the nation that the government could, and did, support. The Mexican government, along with other Latin American nations, included representations of women in the image of the nation they promoted in New York, building on practices that had developed since the late nineteenth century, particularly in the context of World's Fairs. Women's participation in the construction of mexicanidad that the government promoted was therefore essential to the image of the nation that it hoped to present.
The coverage that Mexicana received in New York suggests the role that dancing girls played in shaping international views of Mexico. After a postponement of several days, the 142-member cast opened the revue at the Forty-Sixth Street Theatre on the evening of 21 April.
63 Reviews of the show reveal that the performance was not taken particularly seriously. Nevertheless, unlike those that had marred Upa y Apa in Mexico City, they were generally favourable. This discrepancy in reception and critical opinion might certainly be explained by different subjective positions of the audiences. The New York Times dance critic, John Martin, opined that :
To be sure, those who like their dancing streamlined, speedy and sophisticated in presentation may find the Republic of Mexico not to their taste as theatrical entrepreneur, but there must be hordes of people who can discount all these things with a measure of relief and relish dancing that is simple, flavorsome and fairly reeking with rhythm. If so, the Forty-Sixth Street Theatre will be filled for some time to come, as it roundly deserves to be.
It is perhaps a dubious form of praise to claim ' flavor ' for any kind of dancing that has a hint of folk art even remotely associated with it _ ' Mexicana ', however, succeeds in wearing its folkishness with a difference : its dances reveal a great deal of fine-mettled professional skill, enormous variety and at least one extraordinarily engaging talent.
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The engaging talent to whom Martin referred was Carmen Molina, whom he called a ' delight to the eye '. Nevertheless, he referred to the oaxaqueña, the dance in which she had starred, as an ' enjoyable piece of lusty tomfoolery '.
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While Mexican critics had blasted the show for not properly representing national folklore, which they felt might attain the status of high art if interpreted correctly, Martin saw it as merely quaint and charming. Although he praised the show, his reaction could hardly have been that for which the government had hoped in sponsoring the programme. Moreover, it seems as though the public did not relish the 'flavorful ' style of Mexicana: the revue closed on the evening of 20 May after only 35 performances. 66 Celestino Gorostiza had explained to the press that the revue was intended to ' familiarise Americans with Mexican talent and to serve as an adjunct to the Mexican exhibition at the World's Fair'.
67 It certainly lasted longer and was more successful than it had been in its earlier incarnation as Upa y Apa, but it was not the wildly popular propaganda extravaganza that its producers had desired.
The Mexican government was not alone in using dance and song as an integral component of its propaganda efforts in New York. Several Latin American governments attempted to tie the performances of female dancers to the success of their pavilions at the World's Fair. 68 The end of Mexicana's run on Broadway coincided with the arrival in New York of Carmen Miranda, the 'Brazilian Bombshell '. Miranda took the city by storm, and her outlandish fashions soon became all the rage on the streets of New York.
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The Brazilian president, Getúlio Vargas, hoped that her trip would improve Brazil's relations with the United States and maybe even result in an increase in coffee exports. 70 Miranda became the quintessential Latin American ' ambassadress of goodwill' in the United States. Like Eva Pérez Caro she had an extensive history of touring in South America, which undoubtedly prepared her for the role she was to play on Broadway and in Hollywood.
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In the heady days surrounding her arrival in New York, she was Brazil's most important export. 72 For Brazil, as for Mexico, women performed as an essential component of cultural representations of the nation abroad.
Promoting their understanding of the Revolution and its domestic and international projects constituted one of the primary goals of diplomats during the Cárdenas presidency, and the administration consistently used cultural relations to further this aim. In his examination of Mexican participation in World's Fairs, Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo states that the pavilion at the 1937 Paris International Exhibition was designed to market 'Mexico's most cosmopolitan product : the Mexican Revolution and its social and cultural surroundings '. 73 For the Cárdenas government, participation in the exposition at New York was part of a broader strategy designed to secure better relations between Mexico and the United States into the future. 74 Analysed with particular reference to the other cultural manifestations that often accompanied participation in the World's Fairs, national pavilions can be seen as part of a coherent strategy used to pursue diplomatic goals. The dedication of the Mexican pavilion took place on 27 May 1939. Attended by thousands of spectators, the ceremony featured speeches by Consul-General Rafael de la Colina and the president of the fair, Grover A. Whalen. Before inviting the crowd to explore the two-storey building that housed exhibitions dedicated to the pre-Columbian, colonial and contemporary periods, Colina interpreted history for his audience by presenting Lázaro Cárdenas' policies as the culmination of Mexico's efforts to become an independent, modern and democratic nation. 75 In this respect his speech was typical of the remarks that Mexican diplomats made to commemorate the unveiling of statues, the opening of art exhibitions and the presentation of musical tributes to the nation that occurred throughout this period. The three million fairgoers who visited the pavilion in the summer of 1939 received exposure to Colina's version of Mexican history as well as the message of goodwill embodied in the exhibition.
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The New York World's Fair did not generally sponsor off-site events, but several cultural institutions and foreign governments organised events that coincided with it. In both 1939 and 1940 the Mexican government organised events designed to profit from both the increased number of tourists in New York and the increased attention that foreign governments received in the atmosphere of friendly cooperation. In 1939 the Cárdenas government presented Mexicana as its adjunct to the fair. In 1940 the administration took advantage of the second season of the fair to gain exposure for the exhibition of Mexican art that Nelson Rockefeller, who was soon to be named head of the Office of the Coordinator for Inter-American Affairs, organised at the Museum of Modern Art.
77 Both projects can be considered essential components of the government's strategy of participation in the fair and its larger project of cultural diplomacy. What becomes clear through the examination of the musical revue to which Eva Pérez Caro contributed in New York is that female performers were essential to the representation of the nation abroad. In his analysis of the American International Expositions, Robert Rydell highlights the role that eroticism played in World's Fairs. 79 Among the most successful of the entertainments at the Great Exhibitions were the erotic shows of scantily clad female dancers, the foremost of whom was 'the fantabulous' Sally Rand, whose nearly-nude fan dance at the 1933 Chicago Century-of-Progress Exposition shocked and thrilled fairgoers. 80 The precedent of Rand's entertainments cast a long shadow over Flushing Meadows, where the New York fair was held, and explains in part why the Mexican and Brazilian governments included female performers in the cultural events they sponsored. Nevertheless, Mexicana did not include erotic numbers akin to Sally Rand's fan dance. Instead, the women performed the jarabe tapatío, the oaxaqueña and other dances that were part of the folkloric canon. In creating images of the nation that they wished to promote abroad, the government sponsored events that contributed to the overall goal of representing Mexico as a revolutionary nation engaged in positive social reform, even in the titillating environment of New York City. As a result it was important that they maintain control over the image of the nation being represented. Folk dances were seen as non-threatening because they were not overtly sexual. Pérez Caro's contributions to Mexicana, unlike her act in Panama, were consistent with the image of the nation that diplomats promoted in tourist literature, film, music and art throughout the Cárdenas presidency.
Suffering from Sobriety
Although diplomats promoted mexicanidad abroad through gendered performances, the images of women they sponsored were not erotic. The images they did promote supported their diplomatic strategy of presenting Mexico as a leader in Latin America by virtue of its revolutionary social and economic policies. In the period of revolutionary reconstruction, these policies emphasised sobriety and propriety. The image of morality that diplomats protected from the subversion posed by Pérez Caro's cabaret act at The Alamo in Panama derived not only from strategic diplomatic considerations, but also from the intimate connections between revolutionary nationalism and the reformist zeal of the times. Mexico's capital city was not yet the cosmopolitan centre it would become just a few years later: swanky nightclubs such as Ciro's had yet to open, and the exciting floor shows of the 1940s were not part of the social experience. Although a culture of vice had long existed on the US-Mexican border, reformers tried to shield Mexico City, the seat of revolutionary reconstruction and state-building, from the pernicious influences of gambling, drinking and sex, hoping to save the lower classes from themselves. 81 The restrictions placed on the entertainment industry in Mexico City in the late 1930s may have been one of the motivating circumstances behind Pérez Caro's decision to embark for Panama, where the zona de tolerancia continued to thrive. The culture of morality that these restrictions exemplified also explains, in part, the strong reactions of the Mexican diplomats who witnessed her dancers' performance.
After returning to Mexico from her run on Broadway, Pérez Caro seems to have fallen on hard times. Throughout his presidency Lázaro Cárdenas undertook a series of anti-alcohol and anti-gaming initiatives that drastically affected life in the capital. 82 The anti-vice movement endorsed by the teetotal president changed the atmosphere of the entertainment industry in Mexico City. 83 Cabarets and other establishments associated with prostitution were closed by government clean-up campaigns designed to protect women from the possible descent into vice that these places represented. Women were also banned from patronising or working in establishments that served alcohol, because it was believed they would use their sexuality to entice men to drink. Women were viewed somewhat ambiguously, as both in need of protection and potentially dangerous to the nation. In May 1939, while Pérez Caro was still in New York, the Departamento de Salubridad Pública began to close down Mexico City's zonas de tolerancia in anticipation of the abolition of the Reglamento para el Ejercicio de la Prostitución that had governed the trade since 1926. Prostitution became illegal on 14 February 1940, and a whole host of businesses that had thrived because of official tolerance towards it suffered.
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Although there is no evidence that Eva Pérez Caro was the madam that Silva and Hernández Velarde considered her to be, as a by now middle-aged entertainer she would have been adversely affected by these measures, especially since the changes seem to have coincided with a slump in attendance at the theatre. The contemporary guidebooks of Anita Brenner, Frances Toor and T. Philip Terry all agreed that Mexico City nightlife was nothing to write home about. 85 In the 1940s guides to the city painted a different picture, one filled with fancy hotels, supper clubs, big bands, floor shows and a wide selection of more risqué establishments where visiting tourists and the rising middle and upper classes could 'slum '. These developments had to await the lifting of the almost puritanical atmosphere that pervaded the city during the Cárdenas presidency. In the name of revolutionary reform, the federal and municipal governments implemented a broad programme of legislation designed to inculcate sobriety and propriety in the capital. These reforms put many women in the entertainment industry out of work, and Pérez Caro did not escape their effects. She had written to President Cárdenas once before, and in 1940 she sent an apparently tongue-in-cheek invitation to the rather strait-laced president inviting him to a tribute performance.
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Friends and colleagues organised this homage to Pérez Caro, the ' applauded artist ' who was by now a veteran of the stage, in February of that year.
87 The gala event, held at the Cine Roma in Mexico City, included six hours of entertainment presented by some of the best performers in the capital, many of whom had also starred in Upa y Apa/Mexicana, all for the price of a one-peso admission fee.
88 After a four o'clock showing of the film Carmen, la de Triana (directed by Florián Rey, 1938), starring Imperio Argentina, more than 30 of Pérez Caro's friends and colleagues took the stage and performed in her honour.
Pérez Caro wrote to Cárdenas to say she intended to dedicate her homage to him. 89 In the short letter she attached to the formal invitation and handbill she asked whether Cárdenas remembered her father, Agustín Pérez, who had served the government of Michoacán for many years, or her brother, Coronel Pérez Caro. In so doing she established her credentials as the daughter and sister of honourable participants in the Revolution who hailed from the president's home state. In the letter she called the homage a ' benefit ' that her friends and colleagues had organised for her because of the great difficulty in which she found herself due to lack of work. She closed by naming herself among Cárdenas' most fervent admirers. Pérez Caro may indeed have hoped that the president would attend the affair, but it is more likely that she wanted to draw his attention to the fact that many women, who believed themselves to be completely honourable, had been put out of work when the cabarets had closed. 90 The handbill she sent to the president along with her invitation exhorted the public to cooperate in the Campaña Pro-Limpieza de la Ciudad. Ironic or not, her letter employed many of the tropes seen in the myriad petitions Cárdenas received from ejidatarios, factory workers, professionals and prostitutes during his time in office. 91 She, like those others, appealed to the office of the presidency in the belief that Cárdenas could help her, just as he had the landless farmers of La Laguna and the exploited oil workers of El Aguila. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that Cárdenas attended Pérez Caro's homage, and when further assistance did not appear to be forthcoming she must have decided to go abroad once again.
The example of Sally Rand may have been present in Pérez Caro's mind when she made this decision. In April 1940 Rand had visited Mexico City. In addition to performing her show at the Teatro Folies Bergère, Rand and 20 of her dancers participated in a huge fashion show sponsored by the Cervecería Cuauhtémoc in Chapultepec Park on 2 April, the anniversary of Puebla's recapture from the French in 1867.
92 Rand was an impresario who was noted for her independence. Although the Mexican government had remained firmly in control of the image of the nation and the women who participated in its presentation in New York, Rand's phenomenal reception may have influenced Pérez Caro to think that, after gaining travel permission, she might be able to mount an independent cultural presentation free of the direct control of the government. She embarked on her tour of South America, with eight dancers in her charge, a few months after Rand's tour de force and the declaration of honour she had made to President Cárdenas. She fled the stifling confines of Mexico City during this period of revolutionary nationalism. A veteran of the stage who found her opportunities limited by the lack of work in Mexico City's cabarets, she knew from her previous travels that going abroad might be a good business venture. Pérez Caro soon found herself in Panama City, where the cabarets in the city's zona de tolerancia were booming, catering to the influx of US servicemen. The staff of the Mexican legation, who had so much invested in the image of the nation they portrayed in their cultural relations with Latin America, were not prepared for her challenge to their diplomatic project.
Remember The Alamo! When Pérez Caro arrived in Panama, she used the images of Mexico that she had become accustomed to employing in her many previous cultural performances. In choosing to use the costumes, colours and representations of women that appeared in tourist propaganda, film and art, she drew on the earlier efforts of Mexican diplomats and the extensive stock of folkloric images that had become pervasive in this period. As a performer and entrepreneur she also had an idea of what would 'sell ': during this era, images of women sold vacation packages, fashion accessories, cigarettes and alcohol, and as an astute businesswoman she had no qualms about using them to sell tickets to her show or fichas for the owner of The Alamo. The difference in her use of these images in Panama was their overt eroticism. The objectification of women lay just below the surface in the types of glossy tourist magazines and posters that carried images of the china poblana. It also figured in the experience of the dancers who had participated in Mexicana as an adjunct to the pavilion at the World's Fair in New York. Regardless of the fact that Pérez Caro's representation of the nation drew on a common stock of images, once she inserted an overt sexual discourse into these images they became unacceptable to diplomats. At the disreputable location of The Alamo in Panama, Pérez Caro's show seemed extremely harmful to Mexico's reputation to diplomats who were steeped in the propriety of revolutionary nationalist culture and unaware of her long experience on the stage. Even if they had been aware of her experience as a dancer and choreographer, they surely would have objected strenuously to the way in which she and her dancers represented their nation to an audience of rather unsavoury characters in the tense atmosphere of wartime Panama City. Artistic performances that were both under and outside the direct control of diplomats called into question the image of a scrupulously moral and progressive revolutionary nation that diplomats attempted to portray in order to claim leadership in international relations. The comments that Silva and Hernández Velarde made about the depravity of US soldiers and sailors, and their disinclination to have Mexican women provide them with entertainment, appear hypocritical given that Bellas Artes and the SRE had funded and organised a musical revue that enabled the perpetuation of stereotypes of Mexican women before New York audiences, but the character of the audience was as important as that of the performance. The Forty-Sixth Street Theatre where Pérez Caro performed Mexicana was a reputable venue that had seen the debuts of such memorable musicals as Cole Porter's Panama Hattie and Anything Goes. 93 The Alamo, on the other hand, was a cheap nightclub that contemporary observers considered a den of prostitution and vice. While it was acceptable for them to entertain fairgoers in New York, the dancers were degraded if they performed for common soldiers. The differences between Forty-Sixth Street and Panama's wartime zona de tolerancia were simply too great for the performances to be received in the same manner, even had the message remained the same. The diplomats' shock at seeing Pérez Caro's show is therefore explained in part by the location, one that permitted prostitution, and the reputation of the US soldiers and sailors who frequented the cabaret. The performances at The Alamo were also racier than those that the Mexican government sponsored on Broadway. The sensuality of Mexicana was not lost on its audience in New York, as the review of the production by the New York Times writer who was partial to Carmen Molina indicates, but in the less controlled environment of a cabaret in Panama, where alcohol flowed freely, Pérez Caro's performance took on even more erotic tones. The dancers' costumes were provocative and their moves suggestive, and it became more difficult for diplomats to control the sexuality of the performers.
In addition to the varying sexual content of the shows in New York and Panama, another difference was that the show at The Alamo was organised by a woman who operated beyond the direct control of the male diplomats responsible for constructing Mexico's national image in Panama. By presenting a performance that portrayed Mexico and its women in a manner that conflicted with the diplomats' conception of revolutionary nationalism, Pérez Caro challenged their masculine prerogative to construct the image of Mexico abroad. Even though hers was an erotic dance show performed for profit, the image of the nation she and her dancers performed in Panama was rooted in their shared understanding of the Revolution and what she perceived as her honourable contribution to its artistic achievements. Nevertheless, it challenged the established practices of diplomacy in Panama, because it turned on its head the cultural repertoire of mexicanidad promoted in film, tourist literature, art and music by sexualising it. These were not the modest women of La india bonita or the smiling chinas poblanas of a government-produced tourist brochure. For statesmen who had staked their diplomatic project on an image of the nation that represented its revolutionary social and economic policies, in part, through gendered performances of national identity, this constituted a challenge. Pérez Caro's performances abroad had been considered legitimate by the government when they conformed to the folkloric canon of mexicanidad and occurred under diplomatic control, but when she struck out on her own with an erotic cabaret act, she was no longer acceptable as a representative of the nation. Suspected of procurement and portrayed as a participant in the white slave trade, Pérez Caro relented and removed the national anthem from her programme, but the show went on.
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